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Through my heart(x4)

As I watched those buildings fall
Saw the writing on the wall
In the underground the gothics spoke of triggers for a
war
There'd been a leak and not a plan
A new world order, understand?
And I stood there feeling like someone had planned it
years before
Years before
Years before

chorus(x2)
Eerie theory, fact or theory
I see the game they're playing
Way downtown, open ground
Feeling like it's going to bring us down

Through my heart(x4)

Lusitania had to go
Stage was set to start the show
And I heard the sound of Alice chasing rabbits down a
hole
Gulf of Tonkin, Vietnam
Yes Franklin knew about Japan
And they're laughing as they use us all to build their
Babylon

chorus(x2)

They use us, they use us all
Laughing as we fall
Laughing as we fall
Laughing as we fall
Laughing as

My home town's breaking down )
But I'm holding out } x3
All that's certain - I am still alive )
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People!
Stand out!
Stand out!
All alive!
Eeyay!

What's left when we look around? } x2
(...the people, the violence, the more that you look
around) )

What's left when we look around? )
I stood back and observed the crowd )
I saw voodoo and violence down to a science } x2
Gurus and mind control )

My home town's breaking down )
But I'm holding out } x2
All that's certain - I am still alive )

Long time coming
All unrolling
Feed them song and
Whole town's breaking down

(??????)

At the end of the day I know
That we work all our lives to pay for a cage they own
It ain't no coincidence that the whole world is torn into
endless debt
At the end of the day I know
That we work all our lives to pay for a cage they own

Violence: illusion they're using to rule us - building their
Babylon
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